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INTROIXJCTION 
Beans are an important source of carborydrates, proteins, minerals, 
and vitamins for ~illions of vegetarians in the world , especially in 
Asia . The quality and harvesting time of beans depend upon the purpose 
for which the beans are used. For example, for canning and freezing 
the beans s hou l d be harvested when they a re neither starchy nor watery 
but should be sugary. The processing industry in Asia is not highly 
developed . Hence, the food is usually preserved by sun dryint . Sun 
dried beans are often consumed the year around . 
Pod setting is a pr oblem in lima beans and in various other crops. 
One of the most important studies on fruit setting of lima beans was 
made by Lambeth (11) wh o classified unfruitfulness as associated with 
various internal and external factors . Jn a ddition to the internal 
factors , it has been recently established that certain other poysio-
logical factors such as internal nutritive conditions, plant gr<Mth 
regulators, and chemical compositi on influence fruitfulness . Successful 
pollination and fertilization require favorable environmental conditions 
which influence the ripening of the crop. The harvesting time is 
di rectly related to t he pollination time --the earlier the pollination , 
the earlier the harvest . However, in most of the varieties of lima 
beans indeterminate types of pod sets have been obser ved . In addition, 
the number of pod sets depends upon the nigh t temperature and relative 
humidity (17) . Under such conditions the quality and chemistry of beans 
are not recognized . 
\ 
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The starch of beans is often considered as a single substance which 
is made up of two components, namely amylose and amylo-pectin. Amylose 
content is considered to be a more important constituent of starch than 
amylo-pectin, because of its industrial uses in the manufacturing of 
edible casings , in the paper industry as a binding agent, and in tex-
tiles as a permanent finish ·•here other hydroxyla ted polymers have been 
used (23). 
Genera and species differ in their contents of amylose and amylo-
pectin as well as in many other important characteristics which, if 
present in one, could be of great value to growers. This encourages 
breeders and geneticists to endeavor to improve their cultivated species 
by making inter and intra-specific crosses. 
The purpose of this investigation was to present the studies on 
the starch grain characteristics (size, shape , hylum, and lamella 
development), amount of amylose , amylo-pectin and total starch in 
relation to pollination time and size of beans in certain varieties of 
! · lunatus L., !.· polystachyus L., and F1 cross (!• lunat.us L. var. 
Fordhook X!· polystachyus L.).l 
1
cross was kindly made by Dr. A. P. Lorz, Horticulturist, University 
of Florida, Gainesville, Florida. In further discussion instead of men-
tioning P. lunatus L. var. Fordhook X!· );lystachyus L., there would be 
mentionea !· lunatus L. X!· polystachyus • 
REVIE"II OF LI TERh TURE 
The literature on starch contains more than 6 , 000 references , but 
only a fraction of them pertaining to lima beans is being ci ted 1n this 
thesis. 
Blossom :!::2£ in lima beans 
3 
Davis (7 ) found that hio:h tempera ture influenced the set of ;JOds 
mor e than any other factor and the percent of ;.Jod set could te ,.>r edicted 
from ll'.aximum temperature with fair accuracy . The studY of this nature 
could be of great value in determining what areas mi,jl t be best sui ted 
for crops with a critical environmental requirement . 
iVolf (33) studied 66 ;::ood and poorly set Henderson lima bean vines 
for nitrate, nitrogen, available phosphorous, potassium , calcium, and 
magnesium contents . '.fell set plants had h i gher concentrations of 
ni trate nitro;;en, potassium, available calciu- , and ma.:nesiurr. but less 
available ,:X1 os,:X1orous as CO'Tipared to poorly set ;Jlants. Seed set was 
closely related to t!1e concentration of nitrate nitrogen and available 
calcium in the main stems. 
The study of Cordner (6) showed that the blossom atscission in 
lima bean variety Henderson Bush was associated with high air teCJpera-
ture and a dry a tmosphere . The cri tical time ·Ras in the early part of 
the bloomins period of t..l-)e raceme . Racemes that failed to set at that 
time were characterized by a low final set . 
~ ~ ~-specific ~ 
Buisland (5) explained that in crosses of Phaseolus species with 
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~ · vlubaris failure ffii ght occur at three sta~~s of development: (a ) If 
part of styl e or stigma were injured in crossing, the flowe r was dropped 
within 2 to 3 days. (b) In many cases pods attained the size of 2 to 
3 em . but they were dried up afterwards. (c) Many times it happened 
that the pods practically reached the normal len gth but they did not 
produce seeds. 'Kith P. dumosus a number of pods were produced with 
normally coated seeds but no contents (5). Likewise, Honma (10) re-
ported a cross betlfeen ~· vlugaris and ~· acutifolus. Crossed nowers 
did set pods but none of them reached maturity. The abortion of the 
embryos occu rred within 2u days followin~ pollination . F1 plants were 
obtained by culturing the excised embryos in vitro. The reciprocal 
cross using E· acuti folius as a female parent was not successful. The 
object of this cross was to transfer a character of common bean blight 
resistance from P. acuti f olius var . Tepary to the P. vulga ris var . 
Great Northern . 
''fester and J orgensen (32) in crossing study lfi th limas concluded 
that controlled pollination without emasculation was more successful 
than conventional methods of making crosses. Hundred percent success 
was possible i n non-emasculated flowers as compared to emasculated 
flowers . 
Oates (9) investigated that the epigeal and hypogeal ger:ninations 
in ~· vulgaris and P. mul tiflorus, respectively, possessed a pair of 
interspecific genes. He had no evidence as to why the zone of growth 
was above the attachment of cotyl edons in one species and below it in 
the other . lfall and York (31) fou nd that the co tyledons position on 
central axis of Phaseolus seedlings was controlled qy multi ple factors 
and there was no evidence of dominance . 
s 
Lorz (12) attempted the E· polystachyus L. X E· luna~1s L. cross 
SO times with no success. The reciprocal cross was made 100 times which 
resulted in only 7 F1 plants . The object of this cross was to incor-
porate into theE· lunatus L. species the hypogeal germination of the 
E• polystachyus L. to solve the emergence problem in lima beans. Very 
often in a compact soil seedlings due to epigeal germination could not 
protrude throudh the soil with a heavy load of cotyledons and resulted 
in a low percentage stand of the crop . Hence, the cross was made in an 
a tte,pt to avoid this difficulty. 
According to Small (26) the habitate of E· polystachyus L. extends 
as far as Florida , t;innesota, Ontario , llaine, Texas, and Nebraska , so 
it seemed apparent that this root stock had some degree of cold resist-
ance. Keeping this i:1 view, Lorz (12) c.;uoted that .!:• polystachyus L. 
~ght be of importance to the knowledge of plant breeders. 
Breeding ££!: ~ amylose content 
Zuber, reg-an, Deathera ge, Hubbard , Schulze, and Macl.lasters (3L) 
studied two hiGh ~lose parents, ha1 and ha2 of corn, and F1 , F2, and 
F3 benerations of the cross ha1 X ha2 . The factors responsible for 
high amylose were not allelic in the two parents . It was possible to 
identify high amylose F1 kernals very easily by selecting for a tar-
nished wrinkled grain character. F3 ears gave amylose determination 
in the range from 25 . 4 to 70 .3 percent . The amylose content of 70 .3 
percent was hi&):!e r than both the parents . 
Vineyard , ilear, !.!acl.laster and Deatherage (29) concluded that the 
hij'lest amylose content was the result of the various multiple recess-
ive conbinations of the genes affecting endosperm composition . On the 
contrary, the homozygous recessive condition of a single recessive gene , 
;vx, produced starch with 100 j)llrcent amylo- pectin content . They also 
analyzed 21 mutants consisting of genes wr.ich affected starch synthesis 
and evaluated for their effects on the amylose fraction of the corn 
starch . TI1ey pointed out that three of these , ae, su2 and du, showed 
s ufficient increase in amylose deve lopment . 
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Bear, Vineyard, l!acl.lasters, and Deathera f:e ()) reported t:-,at the 
contents of aeylose and amylo-pectin present in c::>rn was 1 and 3 cc rcent 
respectively . This ratio o: amylose content of the starch was increased 
t o 82 percent by I . ~ .r .A. researchers fro•1 crosses by combining two 
ge:1es each known to increase a-,ylose. In addition they fo,Jnd t.'lat t he 
hi,:;h amylose corn ~ad starch granu l es 5'11aller in size and irre ;:;ular in 
shape than re r;u lar c orn . 
Chemistry of starch 
Frey-1'/yssling ( 8) r epor ted that amylos e , which has linear molecules , 
and amylo-pect in, wh ich has branche d molecul es , gave different colora-
tions wi t h iodine . Longer amylose chains gave typica l blue iodine 
color and molecules with branched chains produced red or even brrrRn 
coloring with i odine . It was believed that t he se colorations were due 
to the fact t ha t iodine molecules were arranged along the center of 
the c hain he l ix • 
. lcCready and Hassid (13) described a method for separation of 
potato starch into amylose and a mylo-pectin which was different in co~­
parison t o the method described by McCready~ a l. (14 ) . They also 
em,r,asized that the enzymatically synthesized starch resembled the 
arnylose fra c tion of potato starch in its properties . 
:Valdt and Kehoe (30) found that in general starch occurred in t he 
form of white t;ranules . Each granule was made up of two polymer s , 
amylose and amylo- pectin . I t was insolubl e in wate r and resistant t o 
naturally occurrinc; hydrolytic a ~nts . The two polymers were di "ferent 
in molecular wei,;ht and cheml.cal structure . Amylose (linear polymer) 
consisted of 200 to 1000 t;lucose residues in a sin:::le long molecule 
linked together by oxygen bridges , whereas the aoylo-pectin (branched 
polymer) was made up of chains of 1500 t::1ucose residues . 
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Rahman (16) found that commonly the quality of lima beans decreased 
as the sta;::e of rna turity increased . The most ;:n-actica1 method by which 
qua1i ty of lima beans could be evaluated was the refrac uve index which 
was mentioned by Rahman (16). 
Starch grains under microscope 
Bonner (L) indicated that starch was stored in lartie amounts in 
many seeds, fleshy tubers , roots, 11oody twi:;s, leaves, and rr.any micro-
organisms in the form of gralns, 1 to 150 rr:ic rons in diameter depending 
on the plant source . 
lle further ex;:>1ained that the starch eranules under the microscope 
were l!'ill'Ite structures built up of :'lolecules arranged in layers , usually 
concentrically . The shape of starch granules fro-n different plants also 
varied fro:n small polygons (com) to large spherical granules (wheat and 
rye) . The hylum was usually a dark spot located in the Granule . 
Van de Sande-Bakhuyzen (28) was the fi r st who described that the 
lamellae formation in the starch grains was due to the external environ-
mental conditions . Working on wheat, he found that when the external 
conditions, such as illumination and ter.1perature , were constant lamellae 
of 11hea t starch ;:;rains did not occur . Roberts and Proctor (HJ) invest-
gated that starch grains formed i n potato tubers from the plants .;rown 
under constant light and temperature (63° F . ) showed lamellation clearly 
indistinguishable from starch grains formed in tubers grown unde r normal 
field conditions. 
Sjostrom (25) observed that species differ greatly in starch gran-
ules with respect to size, shape, and other characteristics. The r ice 
starch .>ranules were the smallest and their diameter was from 3 to 8 
microns. The average corn starch granules were of medium size, 10 to 
8 
25 microns, but deviations in both directions were cormnon. The tapioca 
starch gr anules were of about the same average size as corn starch gran-
ules . Sweet potato starch granules were similar to corn starch granules 
in appearance but they were larger; the averaee size -~as about l 1/2 to 
2 times that of the corn starch grarrules. The wheat starch granules 
varied in size. The largest granules had a diameter of 35 microns. He 
further stated that rye starch resembled wheat starch but the granules 
were usually larger and thicker. His further investigations on sago 
and potato starch shooed that they belonged to the group of large 
starches. The granules varied in size; the largest were SO to &:> mi -
crons and the smallest ones were 15 to 25 mic rons in diameter. 
Barham, Wagner, '>filliama, and Reed (2) found that varieties dif-
fered in starch grain size, structure, and their other properties like 
gelatinization and viscosity. Furthermore 1 they explained that starch 
grain size arxi structure might be influenced by environmental factors. 
Salunkhe and Pollard (20) investigated a rapid and <pick method to 
determine the stage of maturity and quality of lima beans by microscopic 
examination of starch grains . They found that as -the size of beans 
increased, the starch grains' size increased and the hylum of the starch 
gra i ns became larger, thicker, and progressively ramified. When the 
hylum of the starch grain began to thicken along with its ramification, 
then it might be estimated that the field was ready to harvest iii thout 
much loss in quality . Salunkhe and Pollard (21 ) in further studies re-
ported that various ~o:1ps of sizes of starch erains in different 
varieties of lima beans had c~fferent structures. They further found 
that elonea tion of the hylum always occurred in the direction of longer 
axis of the starch grains . Salunkhe and Pollard (19) also noted that 
the starch brains in t he potato tubers havine high specific 5ravity 
showed ~ore distinct lal!lellae and hyla than those possessine: 10'11 spe-
cific ~avity . In addition, their investi,;ations shmved that the 
laJrellae and hyla of the starch ._,Tains in early plantings were core 
dist:.nct than those from late plantincs . 
Sharma (24) found that various sizes of starch grains in potato 
tubers were related to the specific ;:ravity . The star ch r;rains above 
75 microns and below 25 microns in diameter affected the sr:ecific crav-
i ty of tre potatoes , rut bebveen 25 anrl 75 microns had no effect . That 
is the hiGher the percentage of laree starch grains above 75 microns 
the !"li!;her the specific ;:;ravity and the hi,;her the percentaee of ~tarch 
c;ra'ns b9lc,v 2~ c.icro:1s the lowe,- t.loe s,ecific .;ravity of the potato 
tubers . 
Alsburg (1 1 reported that rr,echanically injured starch gra i n.s 
swelled in cold water as much as non - injured brains increased in size 
in boilint; or hot water. 
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MATERIAlS A liD M<.TilOOO 
Five varieties of lil!la beans , namely Burpee Bush, Clark's Bnsh , 
'Jtah 16 , llasa tch Bush, and Concentrated Fordhook of species .f· luna tus 
L. were planted at Utah State E..xperimental Farm at Farmington , ;Jtah , on 
June l, 1958. The plots were 32 feet lon5 and 2 1/2 feet wide . The 
crop was well grown . ·.7eedint;s d.Ild irrigations were done at the interval 
of 7 days throuahout the growing season. 
Sixty-six days after seedine , opened flowers of each variety 1tere 
tagged (Aueust 6 , 1958) . Flowers which were opened on a .m rticular date 
and before noon were tagged . Simi larly , at 7-day intervals, the now-
ers were ta;;ged on Au5ust 13, 1958, and Aueust 20 , 1958 . As the beans 
of the species E· polystachyus J. and of F1 Cross were kindly obtained 
fron Dr . A, P. Lorz , Horticulturist , "niversity of Florida , C'ainesville , 
Florida, they were not tagge d at these dates of pollination . 
The pods formed were harvested at one ti:ce at full rna turi ty on 
October 10, 1956 . Number of days and degree days (27) were calculated 
for lima bean plants for each pollination time as shown in appendix 
table 8. They were computed according t o the technique established by 
Sea ton (22) . 
Degree days • maximum temperature 
2 
+ minimum temperature _ soo F ,l 
The harvested beans from each date of pollination were classified 
into three ,;r oups b:,- visual observations (figure l) . These groups ;•ere 
1The 50° F . base line tempe r ature below which growth in lima beans 
does not take place has been established by Seaton , H. L. Metal Divi -
sion Research and Development Departmen t , Continental Can Company , Inc . 
1350 'Nes t 76th Street, Chica co 20 , Ill. 
Figure L Arbitrary size classification of beans of Rlaseolus species, 
Species and varieties: A • Burpee Bush; B : Utah 16; C • 
Clark's Bush; D • Wasatch Bush; E • Concentrated Fordhook; 
11 
F ~ !• polystachyus L.; and G • F1 Cross--!· lunatus L. x g. 
polystachyus L. Size of beans: 1 • small beanS;Ta medium 
beans; and 3 • large beans. 
small, medium, and large. In each classification five beans were 
selected. All the beans in each group were dried at 158° F. for 24 
hours and each individual bean was weighed separately on a gram scale 
12 
to two decimal places . In addition to this , the beans fro~ species ! · 
polystachyus L. we r e als o class ified i ntc three groups , as mentioned 
above, with 5 beans in each group r ega r dless of dates of pollinations . 
Seeds of this species were ver; snall and , therefore, could not be 
weip,hed individually . All 5 beans were weighed tcr;ether in each t;rou;:> 
of classification. As the supply of species Cross F1 beans was lil'1ited , 
one bean was taken at random from 10 beans for study. 
Dried and wei t:hed beans were individually ground with a pestle and 
mortar. The ground I!Bterial with a drop of distilled water on a slide 
was studied under the !!licroscope for size , shape , hyl ym (hilum) and 
lamella development of starch t: r ains with a combi ne tion of an eye piece 
l OX and an objective 431. The characteristics , shape, hylum, and 
lamella were furthe r classified into 2 to 3 sub- classes . They were: 
for shape--circular, oblong, and irregular; for hylUJ!l--unhylu:ned and 
hylumed; for larnella--unlamellated and lamellated starch grains. In 
each microscopic fie ld of a slide onl y one starch g rain was considered 
as a [Brt of the observation . In total, 45 seods and 4500 starch c rains 
in each variety were examined for the specific characteristics mentioned 
above. 
Starch analysis 
Amylose , a~;lo-pectin, and tctal starer were determined according 
to the procedure standardized by McCready and co-workers (14) , which is 
summarized below. 
Extraction of sugars .-About 0 . 2 .;rarr: of flour from the beans was 
weighed in the centrifuge tubes and washed thoroughl y with 80 percent 
lJ 
alcohol to remove su,;ars . The suGar-f ree residue was stirred into 6. 5 
ml. of 52 percent perchloric acid and S nl . water , while the tubes were 
kept in ice cold water . Then 20 ml . of water v:ere added . This solu-
tion was stirred and then centrifuged . Similarly , this pr ocedure Nas 
followed three times to be certain that both amyl ose and amyl o- pec tin 
"ere extracted from the res idue . 
Determination of amylose.-Fi ve cl . of the su,;ar- free starch solu-
tion was diluted with 495 ml . of water . Five ml . of lodi :J- potassiU!ll 
lodi.de reagent was added to it and mixed thoroutjlly. Afte r about 15 
minutes the det')rmination of the intensity of the blue colors were made 
with light of wave length near 66oo R. in a Baush and Lomb colorineter. 
Determination of starch .--Five rnl . of starch solution was Liiluted 
to SOO ml . Five ml . of the diluted solu tion was put into borosilicate 
glass tubes , cooled in a water bath , and 10 ml . of fresh anthron rea gent 
were added into them ann thorou bhly mixed . The tubes were heated to-
gether for 8 minutes at 212° F . and cooled rapidly to 77° F . in a \9a ter 
bath . After this process the color intensities were determine d using 
li e7l t of wave len[ltl: near 6300 .f. 
The data were analyzed statistically following the methods 
described by Ostle (15) . 
UTAH STAT-E UNIVERSITY LIBRAO 
rlESI'LTS A~ID DISC\JSSIO!; 
TI1e present study was coC~ducted t o find out if there was difference 
in starch ,~rai n characteristics , amylose , and amylo-pectin contents for 
3 size grou?s of beans and 3 subsequent ?Qllinating dates in species and 
varieties of genu.s phaseolus L. The res'Jlts obt;ained durint: the course 
of thio study are presented and discussed below . 
Burpee Bush variety 
This is a large seeded variety which Grows well under Utah condi-
tions , Table l shows that in ,;eneral wei~ht of t.he bean and size of the 
starch p, rain varied from 1 , )8 to 0,62 grams and 34 . 92 to 21.46 microns 
respectively. <lllong, sli:ifltly hylumed , and lamella ted starch :; rains 
.,,ere more CO!!l!!lOn than irregular, unhylumed , and unlamellated starch 
c;rains, irrespective of the size groups of beans and dates of pollina-
tion . t1n.l-)ylu11ed starch grai ns were rare in this variety , but slightly 
hylumed starch p,rains were comr.~only found . Salunkhe and Pollard (20) 
found that the maturity could be deter~ned by examining the hylum of 
tile stan:h E;rains , They noted that as the rna turity advanced the hylum 
of the starch erain be.;an to thicken and was ramified . Results obtained 
in this experiment did not a gree with thei r results, as it is clear 
from table l and figure 2 which s how about 75 percent slightly hylumed 
starch grains from fully matured beans . Hence , it seems that the hylum 
develoj:1!1ent may be a varietal character. It is , however, well known 
that the hylum development is a 1.-eneric character , 
Size of the starch grains was closely associated with wei ght and 
TaHe 1 . The effect of pollination time , size , and weibht of beans on the size , shape , hylure , and lamella development of starch &r ains in Burpee Bush variety 
Pollina- Sizea '.Vcic;h t Size of Shape of sta r ch grains Hylumb of starch grains lamellae of 
of starch grains tion of starch Ci r cular Oblong Irret..'lllar lin- Sli.:;htly Highly I u nl.ame 1- I.amel-time beans beans grain hylumed hylumed hyl umcd lated a ted grams mic r ons percent pe rcent percent percent percent percent percent percent 
Aug . 6 , Large 1.38 34 . 82 44 . 2 43 . 8 12 .0 0 . 6 77 . 2 22 . 2 3.6 96 .4 1958 Medium 0 . 90 30 . 1'.0 38 . 6 47 . 2 14.2 4 . 6 Bo .u 1) .0 15 . 0 85. 0 Small 0 . 76 30 . 75 44 . '- 45 . 0 ll. v G. u 85 . 2 14 . 2 4.0 96. 0 
Au r: . 13 , La r L-e 1. 24 35 . 23 37. u Sl.u 1 2. 0 1.4 68 . 2 30 .4 7.4 92 .6 1958 Medium 0 . 7'l 29 . t>4 45 . 5 45 . 5 9 . 0 . u tA.; .o 2L. J 0 .2 99 . 8 Small 0 . 62 27 . 64 31.0 61.0 a.o 0 . 0 73 . 2 2o . 8 1 .2 98. 8 
Au ,; . 20 , l.ar!le 1. 23 31. 29 31.4 56 . 2 12 .4 o.o 62. 2 37. 8 1 .2 98 . 8 1958 Mediun o.ao 24 . 26 38 . 8 49 . 2 12.0 l.O 67 . 0 32 . 0 21.4 78 .6 Small 0 . 68 21.46 39 . 2 52 . 8 8 .0 0 . 0 79 . ) 20 .5 29.0 n.o 
aArbi t r a ry classification. 
~yla - The nuclei around which starch layers are deposited or pe r haps the forl!Btion of nuclei as a 
result of pro!lress i ve dehydration of starch 0Tains as beans advance i n matu r ity . 
cLamela • The concentr ic and/or eccentric layers of sta rch de;:>oni ted around the hy1um. 
Starch grains ( x 430 ) from large beans 
Starch grains ( x 430 ) from small beans 
Figure 2. The effect of size of beans on starch grain characters in 
Burpee Bush variety, pollinated on Aug . 13, 1958. (Compare 
size, shape, and structural developnent of hyla of starch 
grains of large and small beans.) 
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size of beans . Sharma (24) observed t he close association of size of 
starch grains with specific e;ravi ty of pota toe:; . Table l shons that in 
three dates of pollination the average size of starch .;rain was directly 
rela ted to the size of bean . It can also be noted that with the advance-
ment of the date of pollination the starch grain size decreased VIi th 
r espect to t he weight and size of bean . This might be due to the avail -
ability of nutr iti on and heat units, where earlier formed beans received 
more than the latter foreed beans . 
The reeression analysis in appendix table 9 clarifies that for the 
three poJlinating dates the F values were significant at one percent 
level , which means that a lar.;e share of the variation of starch [:rains 
was due to regression. The r2 values showed h i gh percentage of varia-
tion in 5tarch grain size which was accounted by wei;;ht of beans . 'l'he 
variations in starch grain size on three pollinating dates were 85.5 
;>ercent, 87 . 9 percent , and 81.7 pe r cent res ;>actively . These result5 can 
fur~~er be confirmed by figure J , whic~ was based on the re~ression 
equations Y. 23 . 34 + 8 . 28 x, Y - 20 , 67 + 11.68 X, and Y • 9 .12 + 
18. 34 X. In general, if ~~e re .;ression equation Y. a + b was dis cussed , 
then "a" represents the population value of Y (starch .:; r ain size) when 
X (wei ght of the bean) is equal to zero. The "b" indicates the change 
wh ich occur s in Y for a unit chanee in X. The quantities "a" and ''b " 
are the sample estimates of the popalation pa r amete r s "A" and "f ". 
The comparison of "b" values in three pollination tines can be seen 
in appendix table 16, which sha.vs that b1 (first pollination) was siG-
nificantly lower than b2 (second pollination) and b3 (third pollination) 
at 5 percent and l percent levels respectively. The value of b
2 
was 
s ignificantly lower than b3 at the 5 percent level. These pro6ressive l y 
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Figure ) . Relationship between weight and size of beans and s ize of 
starch grains in Burpee Bush variety, poll ina ted on August 6 , 
August 13 , and August 20 , 1958 
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increased "b" values with advanced pollination times might be due to the 
effect of heat units, nutritive, irrigational , and other environmental 
factors which may have played roles during the development of the beans , 
Utah 16 selection 
This selection has small beans with white cotyledons . It may be 
observed in table 2 that size and weight of beans and size of starch 
grains "as smaller in this selection as compared to fue variety Burpee 
Bush . 
There was a direct relationshi ? of weiJht and size of beans and the 
size of starch grains. The same pattern was followed in three pollina-
tion dates. It can also be noted that in each pollination date the size 
and weicht of the bean affected the size of the starch grains in more or 
less the same manner as in the variety Burpee Bush , which conforms with 
findings of Salunkhe and Pollard (21). Tne shape , hylum, and lamella 
development of starch ~ins were also similar to the above mentioned 
variety , 
The characteristics (shape , hylum, and lamella) of starch grains 
from fi gure 4 can be well compared with the starch grains of Burpee Bush 
variety in fi;:;ure 2 . The starch grain charac te r istics of t.hese two 
varieties were identical except for size , which was smaller in Utah 16 
selection than Burpee Bush variety , 
Figure S represents a good linear relationship bet'Reen wei£ht and 
size of beans and size of starch gra ins , The trend in the increase of 
size of starch grains per unit increase of weit;ht of beans 11as t.he same 
in the three dates of pollination except for slight differences in the 
slope of the regression lines. The ''b" values were 20 . 13, 24 . 16 , and 
23 . 75 , which in comparison with each other were non- significant . The 
percentage of variation in starch grain sizes which was accounted by 
Table 2, The effect of pollination time , size, and wei ght of beans on 
lamella development of starch grains in Utah 16 Selection the size, shape , hylum, and 
Pollina- Si ze 'lfeigh t Size of Sha~ of starch !.\rains H;:t:lum of starch grains Lamella of t ion of of starch starch ~;;rains Circular Oblong Irregular Un- Slic!Jtly Highly Unlamel- Lamel-time beans beans r;rain hylumed h;[lumed hylumed lated lated grams microns percent percent percent percent percent p3rcent percent percent 
Au g , 6 , Large o. 72 ~ . 29 57 .0 36 .8 6. 2 0 49 . 1J 50 .6 8.0 92 .0 1958 Medium 0. 23 21. 89 119. 11 45 .2 5. '1 0 76.6 23 .4 6.8 93 .2 Small 0. 12 17 .96 37 . 2 57 .6 5.2 0 B9 .u 1t. .6 45 .6 54 .4 
Aug , 1), Large 0. 57 28 . 34 44 , :1 49 .6 c .4 0 46 . 4 53 .6 11.6 88 .4 1958 Medium 0 .31 24.08 3).2 51' . 8 8.0 0 59 . 11 40 .6 24 .0 76 .0 Small 0. 21 19.01 28.3 63.4 7. 8 0 SO . J 50 .0 41.4 58 .6 
Au;; . 20, Large 0.46 26 . 57 ) 8. 8 55 .6 5.6 0 )6 .h 6).6 15.8 84.2 1958 Medium 0.)0 24.88 34.6 61.2 4. 2 0 40.2 59 . 8 7. 6 92 .4 Small 0 . 21 21. 27 48 .0 48 .0 4.0 0 61.6 ) 8.4 24. 2 75 . 8 
Starch grains ( x 430 ) from large beans 
Starch grains 
Figure 4. The effect of size of beans on starch grain dlaracters in 
Utah 16 Selection, pollinated on August 13, 1958. (Compare 
size, shape, and structural developnent of hyla of starch 
grains of large and small beans.) 
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Figure S. Rel ationship between weight and size of beans and size of 
starch grains in Utah 16 Selection, pollinated on August 6, 
August 13, and August 20, 1958 
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the weibht of the beans in three dates of pollination were 90 . 7 percent , 
87 . 3 percent, and 78 . 6 ;:>ercent respect:.vely , wl-.ich can also be s een from 
a ppendix table 10 . 
Clark 1s Bush variety 
This variety is small seeded with bTeen c ot yledons . Table 3 shows 
that on the ave rat;e the size of starch grains was similar to Utah 16 . 
Obl ong starch gra ins were '!lore frequently present than o ther i;ypes . 
n.l-tylumed starch grains were absent . Unla mella te d starch grains were 
almost absent in pollination date of August 6 , 1058, but were present 
to ~)Je extent of 18 percen t in t he pollination dates of Augus t 13 a nd 
August 20 , 1958 . Frey- Jys slillG (8) explained that the lamellae were due 
to the alternation of day and ni Qht , with the de nse, h i ghly refrecting 
part of each layer deposited duri ng the day . Van de Sande Bakhuizen 
(28) showed, if ext e rnal conditions were cons tant , lamilla tion did not 
occur because nutr itive material was then a lways available in t he sa~ 
concentration . On the contrary, Roberts and Proctor (18) investiba ted 
that starch ,;r ains forme d i n potato tubers from the plants ,;rown unde r 
cons tant light and te;n;:>era ture (63° F . ) showed lamellation clearly in-
distin.;uishable from starch grains for:ned in tubers grown unde r norma l 
field conditions . Keeping the a bove discussion i n view , the conclusion 
could be drawn that lamellae did occur in lima beans but were not 
visible under the microscope with t he co11bina tion of l OX and u3X l enses , 
due to the lesse r difference of refrective index of deposi ted starch 
durinJ t he day as well as night times i n comparison to othe r varieties . 
Fi gure 6 indicates that the difference in starc h gr a in size of 
large and small beans was not remarkable but was quite proportionate to 
the variation i n wei ght and size of beans . 
Tabl e 3. The effect of pollination time, size, and weight of beans on t~e size , shape, hylum, and 
lamella development of starch grains in Cl ark ' s Bush variety 
Pollina- Size Weigh t Size of Sha~ of s tarch !£!:ains H;t:lum of starch 10rains Lamella of 
tion of of starch Un - Slightly Highly starch grains Circular Oblong Irregular Unlamel- Laml-time beans beans grain hylumed hylumed hylumed lated l ated 
grams microns percent percent pe rcent percent percent percent percent percent 
Au g . 6, Large 0 .59 25.60 n .u 67 .0 5.6 0 6c .h 39.6 7.0 93 .0 
1958 Medium 0. 39 23 . '18 )2. 9 63.0 4 . 2 0 40 . 0 60 .0 4 .4 95.6 
Small 0. 37 2'5 . 17 21 . 0 6u . 2 7.8 0 31 . 1. 62 .6 o.o 100.0 
Au g. 13, Large 0. 54 25.06 29. 6 63 . 2 7.2 0 LS.h 51.6 o.o 100 .0 
1958 Medium 0 . )9 2? . '15 2[ . 3 66.6 4. 6 0 uJ. e 56. 2 1.6 96.u 
Small 0 . 28 1 J;; .o 511 . 9 6. 2 0 7G . u 29 .6 2). 0 76 . 2 
Aug . 20, Large o .u7 23. 'l 27. 8 62 . 4 9.8 0 35. 2 64 . 8 7.6 92 .1. 
1958 Medium 0 . 28 22 . Ju 27 .6 62 . 0 10 .4 0 45. 0 5 5 . ~.- 17.8 82 . 2 
Small 0 . 24 21.1.;3 28. 4 62 .0 9.6 0 53.0 4"/ . Ll 19 . 2 8o .8 
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Starch grains ( x 430 ) from large beans 
Starch grains ( x 430 ) from small beans 
Figure 6. The effect of size of beans on starch grain characters in 
Clark's Bush variety, pollinated on August 13, 1958. (Com-
pare size, shape, and structural development of hyla of starch 
grains of large am small beans.) 
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Appendix table 11 shows that in poll ina tio:1 date ;.. u;_;us t 6 , F value 
was not statistically significant . However, for pollination dates 
August 13 and August 20 , 1958, F values were si .;nificant at 1 percent 
level and 5 percent level respectively . The same picture would be more 
clear by looking at the gra;>hical presentation in figure 7. T'ne per-
centage of va r iations in starch {>ra in size which were accounted by 
wei;;ht and size of beans in three pollination dates were 6 . 7 percent, 
62 . 8 percent, and 38 . 5 percent, which are presented by r 2 values in 
appendix table 11. The comparisons of degree of increase in sta:"Cb 
brain size per unit weight of beans in three polination dates were not 
identic.al. Values for ~ were si;>nificantly lower than b2 at 1 percent 
l evel but ~ vs . b 2 and b2 vs. b3 were not significant. 
Yasa tell !lush variety 
7ariety "'asatch Bush is smll seeded with ,;reen cotyledons and was 
deve:!.c,,,.:d in Ctah . The variation in weight and si ze of beans and size 
of starch ;_;rains was ,;rester than Clark 1 s Bush . Oblon,; , hi!;hly hylurned, 
and lamellated starch grains were com:non as compared to other character-
istics (table 4) . Fi;:;ure 8 shows that hylum was hi;>h l y rS!!lified and 
generally formed along the lon.; axis of the starch grains , which con-
firms the findin.;s of Salunkhe and Pollard (21). However , in a few 
cases hylum was formed along the short axis , which did not a~ree with 
their findin.:;s . The starch grains of tl'•is variety were distin .. :uishable 
from other varieties by the fonna lion and prominence of hyla and lamellae 
(table 4 and figure 8) . 
Appendix table 12 shcrns that F values in the three pollination 
dates ~tere significantly different at 1 percent level, which can be con-
firmed by looking at the scattered diagram and re .;ress ion line (figure 7) . 
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Figure 7. Relationship between weight and size of beans and size of 
star ch grains in Clark ' s Bush and o1asatch Bush varieties 
pollinated on August 6, August 13 , and August 20 , 1958 
Tabl e 4. The effect of pollination tirne , size , and wei.jlt of beans on the size , 
lamella development of starch ~,; rains i n lfasatch Bush variety 
Pollina- Size ~7e i c;ht Size of Sha~ of starch ~rains Hylu:r. of starch 
tion of of starch Circular Oblong Irre;.;ular tm- Sligh tly 
time beans beans grain hyl un.eo hylumed 
grams microns percent pe rcent perce nt percent percent 
Aug , 6, Large 0 .41 28 .43 36. 8 so .u 12. 8 0 8. 8 
195'8 Uediuo 0, 31 27 . 35' 26.8 S7 . u 1;' . 8 0 2C; .0 
Small 0. 29 26. 76 2u . 4 63 .0 12 .6 0 11 . )! 
Aug . 13, La r ge 0 . 43 27. 5'9 uo . u 5'2 .L 7. 2 0 2' . 0 
195'8 J.!ediuo 0 . 28 26.5'8 29 .4 58 .2 12 .4 0 17 .2 
Small 0 . 20 22 . 23 45.4 u .r. 9. 8 0 36.2 
Au g . 20 , Large 0. 37 26. 74 31. 6 )1 . " l c . : 0 12 .6 
195'8 1/.ediun C. 28 24. 96 )h . ' 50 . 8 . 9 0 2s .u 
Small 0. 24 22 .53 37 ,{, 48 .0 14 . u 0 22 . 2 
shape , hyl~~, and 
!;rains Lamela of 
'li;;hly 
starch !!rains 
Unlamel- La mel-
hyluned lated lated 
percent percent pe rcent 
91. 2 l . q 98 .2 
Bc .o 3.u 96 .6 
88 .6 c.[, 99.6 
79 . 2 o.G 99 .4 
&~ . " 1.4 9~ . 6 
53 . : 9 . ~ 91' . 2 
B7 .u 22 .6 77 · '' 74 . c ~ ) . ~ 86 .u 
77 , g 29 . 2 70 . 13 
N 
= 
Starch grains ( x 430 ) from large beans 
Figure 8 . The effect of size of beans on starch grain characters in 
Wasatch Bush varie ~y, pollinated on August 13 , 1958. (Com-
pare size, shape, and structural development of hyla of 
starch grains of large and small beans . ) 
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As the ;x:>llina tion cia te advanced the b and r 2 values inc rea sed. This 
means with the advancement of pollination date& the weibht a~d size of 
beans and size of starch grains became closely associated. Hence , it 
was the character of the variety (2) . 
30 
Appendix table 16 indicates that h} and b2 were significantly lower 
than b3 at 1 percent level but the r e was no si~nificant difference be-
t·~een b1 and b2 • 
Concentrated Fordhook variety 
This large seeded variety wi tl": white cotyledons was the selection 
fro comnan Fordhook variety .;rown in eastern states of America . Table 
5 s' c.vs that the size 0f starch r; rains was directly r elated to the 
wei j. t anrl size of beans . That is , as the wei.;ht and size of beans in-
creased, the size of their starch .;rains increased progressively (21) . 
The Jize o.!: s t a r ch grains was very nearly the same as the size of starch 
grains of Burpee Dush but greater than the size of starch ;;rains of Utah 
16 , Clark ' s Bush , and ~Jasatch Bush. Oblon,; starch grains were comon 
(21 ) . Sli.;htly hybned starc!"J grains were bTeater in numbe r than highly 
hylumed starch ,;rains. Figure 9 indicates that the hylum development of 
the starch grains also occurred alent; the short axis , but the majority 
of the hylum development 71as found along the lon,~ axis . 
The rer;ression analysis of appendix table 13 shows that the F value 
in first date of pollination was siJlificant at 5 percent l evel but the 
F values in other t wo dates were si ;;nificant at 1 percent level of si.-;-
nificance. This shows that as the pollir.a. tion time advanced the size of 
starch b7ains and ·~eijlt and size of beans , like the variety .'iasatch 
Bush , became more closely associated with each other . In other words , 
as the wei,;ht and size of beans increased, the size of starch ,;; rains 
Table 5 . The effect of pollination time , si3e , and ;vei<;h t of beans on the size , shape , hylur: , and 
lamella development of starch ,::rains in Concentrated Fordhook variety 
Polli na- Size ~Iei Gh t Size of Shape of starch t;rains iiylum of starch ijrains Lamella of 
starch Qrains 
tion of of starch Circular Oblong Irreb-ular Un- Slibhtly !-li ;;hly Unlamel- La mel-
time beans beans era in bylumed hylwned hy1umed lated 1a ted 
.;rams microns pe rcent percent p"rcent percent percent tJercent percent percent 
Aug . 6 , Large 1.50 )0.66 35 . 4 55 . 4 9 . 2 0 /)~ . J 15 .0 u.O 100 . 0 
1958 Medium 0 . 75 26 . 32 3~ . 2 51. '~ t . 2 0 5L . J1 h9 .o 21 . ') 79 .0 
Small o.so 20 . ::>4 5G .4 39 . 4 4 . 2 0 7I, . 2 25 . 5 2G . 3 79.2 
Au b• 13 , Lar;;e 1.47 )1.40 4J . 6 47 . 0 \1 . I. 0 77 · '" 22 . ~ 4. 6 95 . 4 1958 Medium 0 . 78 27 . 25 }1. 2 56 . 2 l U. 6 0 69 . 4 JG. v 4. :1 95 .2 
Small CJ . 6o 23 . 93 4 7. 3 4) . 2 7. 0 0 8o . 2 19 . 5 9 . j 9l.6 
AUG• 20, Lar;;e 1.50 }l-. 66 35 . 5 55 . 9 . 2 0 8::, . o 1) .0 o.c l OC . ::J 
1958 Medium 0 . 75 2G. 82 42 . 2 51. (> 6 .2 0 Sc .l, 4~ . 6 21. ) 79.0 
Small o.so 21.96 56 . 4 39 .h 4 . 2 0 74.2 25 . 8 20 . J 79 . 2 
Starch grains ( x 430 ) from large beans 
Starch grains ( x 430 ) from small beans 
Figure 9. The effect of size of beans on starch grain characters in 
Concentrated Fordhook variety, pollinated on August 13, 
1958. (Compare size, shape, and structural development of 
hyla of starch grains of large and small beans.) 
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also increased (figure 10) . The percenta.>e of variation in stdrch .:;rain 
size which was accounted by the wei .::;ht and s i ze of beans in three 
pollination ti~es was 40 .2 percent, 72 . 6 percent , and 64 . 0 pe r cent, 
which are indicated by r 2 values in appendix table 13 . 
Appendix table 16 shows that all the three combinations of b values 
were non-siGnif icant at S percent leve l . That is , the rate of increase 
in s tarch ;:;rain size pe r unit weiJh t of beans was the same in three pol-
lination tbes . 
Phaseolus polys tachyus L. species 
! • oolystachyus L . is commonly g:"OWn in s outheastern states of 
America . It has purple or -N~itish corolla and scir.rl.tar shaped ?Ods , 
about 4 to 8 centimeter s lone . Tee stem is of climbing habit . 
-· 
luna tus L. is crown widely in the United States . It has white corolla 
and broad sci~itar shaped pods. P. polystachyus L. has hypogeal ger-
mination, whereas!· lunatus L. has epi{;eal ;:;ermination (1 2) . 
Table 6 snows that the behavior of size of starch crains and other 
starch ~rain characteristics was similar to that of previously mentioned 
varieties of ! · ~ L. The weicjlt and size of beans were smaller as 
cor.1p~red to !· lunatus L. In gene ral , the unlamellated starch ~rains 
were more frequent in tl1is species than in ! · ~ L. Furthermore , 
tho percenta(le of unlamella ted starch .-;rains was higher in small groups 
of beans as compared to medium and large gr oups of beans . In addition , 
starch was more hit:;.'l l y devel oped in large beans a s co!!lpa red to the de -
velopment of starch in srnall beans (fir;ure 11) . 
As mentioned before , t he lamellation depends on the deposition of 
starch during day and night , where denser and more hiQi ly refrecting 
part of each lamella is deposited during the day (4 and 8) , The 
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Pollinated on August 6, 1958 
Y = 16.16 + 6.68X 
I0~--------0~.~5-------~~~.0~-------~~~.5~--~ 
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Figure 10 , Relationship between weight and size of beans and size of 
starch grains in Concentrated Fordhook variety, pollinated 
on August 6, August 13 , and August 20 , 1958 
Table 6 . The effect of size and wei ght of beans on the size, shape, hylum, and lamela development of 
starch grains in species ~ · ~llstachl:!s L. and in F1 Cross (~. ~ L. x ~ · ~llstach;c:!s L.) 
Size Weieht Size of Hylum of starch grains Lamella of Species of of starch 
Shape of star ch grains starch grains 
Circular Oblong 1 rreblllar Un- Sli t;h tly Highly Unlamel- La mel -beans beans grain hylumed hylumed hylumed lated lated 
grams microns percent percent percent percent percent percent percent percent 
P . ~- Large o . 'Jo 21 . 64 29 , () 65 . 0 6 . 0 0 47. (' 53 . 0 !,2 , 0 58 .0 StaC ;c:!S L. Medium 0 . 25 18 . 48 24 . 0 73 .0 3 .0 0 79 . ) 21. ') 43. 0 57 .0 Small O. ll lL . 45 l G. o 81.0 ) . 0 0 9) . 0 7. ') 94 .0 6 . 0 
P. lunatus 1. x 0 . 84 31. 58 63.0 37 . 0 0 . 0 ') 21.0 79 . 0 4 . 0 9L.O 15. [!Olystachyu s L. 
Starch grains ( x 430 ) from large beans 
Starch grains x 430 from small beans 
Figure 11. The effect of size of beans on starch grain characters in 
!• polystachyus L. species, (Compare size , shape , and 
structural development of hyla of starch grains of large 
and small beans. ) 
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results from table 6 show that the starch deposition in !· polystachyus 
L. was l ess effected dur in.; the dayti.Jr.e . This seemed that nearly the 
same amount of starch was de posited during the day as at nigpt . 
The regression analysis of variance in appendix table 14 shows that 
F value was si ~nificant at 1 pe rcent l evel . This indicates that the 
wei~t and si ze of beans were closely associated with the size of starch 
grair.s . As the wei.;ht and size of beans increased , the size of starch 
era ins also proportionately increased (fi,;ure 12 1 • The variation in 
stare!. ;;rain size wl:ich was accounted by tl:e wci;ht of the beans was 
90 . 1 .Jercent . This is represented by r2 values in appendix tat le 1 '• · 
!:]_Cross (~ . l TJnatus !::_· ~· Fordhook _: ~· pol.ystachyus !:•) 
Tl.is cross was made L-y Lorz (1~) in Gainesville, Florida . The pur-
pose of this cross was to transfer a character of hypogeal 50rmination 
fro~ P. polystach:,"JS L to !· lJnatus L. to solve the emergence problem 
ir. lim beans . Likewise , the aathor feels that the frost ~njury to the 
seedlL~us occu r s in ~~e northern states which can be eliminated if a 
variet:r of lima beans could be dcvelo,ed wl.icr. has c!:aracters similar to 
those of E· lunabs L. and l. · polyswc!J{"US L. Furtl.er:nore , t he beans of 
ti1b variety :ric:;!!t be easil:,· di.;cstible due to its hi.:;h amylose content 
t~t:ich might be of value to the people wit.~ weak dicestive systems . Lorz 
(12) explained that it was difficult to get F2 seeds f r an F1 plants due 
to the h i .;h percentage of gametic sterility \thich was caused by the 
ch r omosomally unba lanced fer.Ele gametes. This was also true in crosses 
of other sj:ecies (10) . 
Table 6 s~ows tM t the IYei,jlt and size of bean and size of starch 
,;rain were si:.ilar tc P. ltmatus L. and r.ruch hi ;jler than £• polystachyus 
L. 95rent. Other starch .;rain cha racteristics (shape , hy lurr. , and 
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Figure 12. Relationship between weight and size of beans and size of starch grains in P. polystachyus 
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lar-ellation) were also not identical to both the parent species . Circu-
lar shape, hic;hly hyluned , and lamella ted starch grains were common 
(figure lJ ) . 
Amylose md ar.-.ylo-pectin c ontents 
Table 7 indicates that amylose content in the two species was 
sir.>.ilar and the vuriable factor was amylo- pectin . l! tah 16 and Clark 1s 
Bush possessed the saC!€ amount of amylose regardless of the size groups 
of beans . Nasatch Bush , Concentrated Ford.'look, and £• polyst.achyus L , 
showed the trend as if t hey contained a lower percentage of ar.;yloso in 
the larc;e beans . In the previous discussion it was found that lar.;e 
beans had lar.;e sized starch .;rains and nearly reb-ular in shape , whereas 
small beal'.s had small sized starch grains which were slightly irre;;11lar 
in shape . Hence, these results confirmed the results found in corn, 
that the high amylose corn hybrids possessed hi 1;her percentage of small 
and irre6Uhr starch <;rains (Senti, 2J) . 
T!oe cross between .!:· l una t'-!s L. var . Fordhook and .!:· polrstachyus 
L. showed 15 . G6 percent a~ylose in F1 beans wr.ich wa~ about one -half of 
both the ::a rent species . The bean from which amylose ,,as deter::t~ned was 
large , wei.;hing O.cu ;;ram with avera;;e starch ;;rain size of 31.58 
microns and had 63 percent circular starch crains . Keeping the above 
mentioned statement in view , it was concluded that one reason of low 
percent aeylose content might be of circular and lar .;e starch o ·ains 
(23) and another might be of ,;emetic nature . At t.."is stage it is dif-
ficult to conclude the exact 6enetic beha\~or, but it is ?OssiLle t hat 
complementary factors ~i&ht be responsible . 
Samplinc analysis 
The analysis of variance in appendix table 15a was CO!nputed ;'lith 
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Starch grains ( x 430 ) 
Figure 13. Starch grain characters in F1 cross ~· lunatus L. x ~· ~­
stachyus L. (Complre with tile size, shape, and structuriir 
development of hyla of starch grains of P. lunatus L. var. 
Concentrated Fordhook (figure 9) and of 'f. jiOIYStachyus L. 
(figure 11).) 
TaHe 7. The effect of size and weijht of beans on the amyl ose , amylo-
pectin, and total starch content of species and species F1 
cross (_!: . 1unatus L. x .!:· Eo1:z:stach;c:s L . ) 
Pollina- Size 1'/eight Amy1o- Total 
Species tion of of Amylose pectin starch time beans beans 
grams percen t percent percent 
Utah 16 At:,; . 6, Large o . 72 24 . 44 21.27 hS . 71 
1958 L~edium 0 . 2) 24 . 4h S. Jl; 32 . 78 
Srr.all 0 . 12 24 . 44 9 . 13 33 . 57 
Clark ' s Bush J,.ug . 6 , Large 0 . 59 24 . 44 4 . 31 28. 75 
1958 J.:edium 0 . 39 24 . 1;4 17 . 62 42 . 06 
Small 0 . 37 24 . 1;4 20 . 68 !,5 . 12 
\Vasa tch Bush Au[; . 6 , La r ge 0 . 41 23.85 23 . 24 47 . 09 
1958 !iedium 0 . 31 24 . 44 25 .03 49 .47 
Small 0. 29 24 . 4h 21.29 45 . 74 
Concentrated Aug . 6, Lar ge 1.50 22 . 47 13 . 50 35 . 97 
Fordhook 1958 l!edium 0 . 75 24 . 44 28. 08 52 . 52 
Small o . 5o 24 . 1;4 16. 94 41.38 
Fhaseolus Lar,-;e o . 4o 24 .44 2. 21 26.65 
~itstach~s L . Lledium 0 . 25 24 . 45 ) . 27 27 . 72 
Small 0 . 11 24 . 45 6 . 00 )0 . 45 
P. lunatus L. x 0 . 84 15 . 06 29 . 75 l.J1 . 81 
-! · ~lystachyus L. 
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5 beans, lu slides prepared for each bean, and 10 stare~ ~rains studied 
per slide. F value showed that the variation amonc starch grain sizes 
was siGnificant at l percent level . 
The appendix table lSb shows the variances cooputed with different 
combinations of slides prepared and starch grains studied per slide . 
The idea of computin;; these v::triances was as to study whethe r or not 
tris desi ;:n with 10 slides per bean and l U stare!-; grains per slide was 
..,ore or less effic ient and ecor.o:nical than a sic:ilar design er.:ploying 
certain co~binations of slides per bean and starch Grains studied per 
slide. 
In addition, table l 5b indicates that as the number of slides per 
bean and starch ,;rains studied per slide increased, the variances de-
creased and the efficiency of the desien , time , and expense increased . 
For exa!:!ple , to prepa re a slide it took t·.vo minutes and to examine a 
starer 1;rain it took 15 seconds, and the costs for preparing each slide 
a~d for examinine each starch grain were 8 cents acd l . S cents r espect-
ively . Therefore, if the tire and exiJense "ere calculated, kee ping 
variarx:e nearly constant, it appears that 4 slides and 8 starch .;rains 
per slide were the least exiJensive and minimur.1 tine consur.1inc; amen.., the 
corr.bina tions examirnd in appenrlix table l Sb . Further, it depends upon 
an individual , how much efficiency he wants in his experiment and r.ow 
nruch he wants to spend . He nce , the experiment can be desi,;ned 
accordin;:;ly . 
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SU!'1:ARY A l iD Co:JCLUS] ONS 
Species .!:· lunatus 1. anrl £• polys tachyus L. were studied . Five 
varieties of.!: · luna tus L. were ;; rown a t , :; , · , experiment station a t 
Far:nington , 'l tah . Pods were tage;ed at three di ffe rent dates of pollina-
ti.on (Au[;USt 6 , Au;:;ust 13 , and Au,.ust 20 , 195 3) . These varieLes ·Here 
harvested at the !'ull matu rity. Species!· oolystac!::yus L . and F1 cross 
(~ . luna tus L . var. ?ordhook x £· polystachyus L . ) were f urnished by 
Dr . A. P. Lcrz , Horti cul turist , University of Florida , Gainesville, 
Florida . The F1 seeds and the parents to~ethe r with five varieties of 
P. l unatus L . were examined under t he microscope for the starch grain 
characteristics (size , s hape , hyla, and lamella) and were analyzed for 
the amylose and amylo-pectin content . 
The r e s ult s obtained indicated that t he spec ie s and the va rieties 
of P. l unatu s L. differed in starch erain size and other characte r-
istics . Varieties Burpee Bush and Concentrated Fordhook were lar~e 
s eeded and poszcssed large starc h rains . But varieties Utah 16 , Clark's 
Bush , and ,vasa tch Bush were smal l seeded and pos sessed smaller starch 
grains as compared to the large seeded vari t ies . 
Species .!:· polystachyus L. had small seeds containing small starch 
grains which were 100 re or less like small seeded var ieties of luna tus 
L. The F1 seeds (~. l unatus L . var . Fordhook x .!:· polys tachyus L.) and 
starch grain size were similar to that of lar ge seeded v" rieties of ..!: • 
lunatus L. 
As the pollination time advanced , the size of the star ch g r ains 
44 
decreased. The size and wei.:;ht of beans had linear correla lion with the 
size of starch grains . 
The amylose content in both the species was similar (24 . 4L percent ) , 
but the F1 cross (_!: . lunatus L. var . ForcL'clook x P. polystachyus L.) de-
creased in amylose content (15 . 06 percent) , 
The sampling analysis indicated tbat as the number of slides pe r 
bean increased and number of starch c;rains per slide decreased with con-
stant variance (efficiency) the time and expenses increased . !.:ore starch 
grains per slide and less slides per bean seemed desirable. 
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Total nu:::ter o: days and de ... rce &:ys calc~lated .from SOffillb 
a~te to three f>Ollinatio!l dates for Burpee Bush , 'tah lL , 
Clarl: ' s B-Js":, Hasatch l?ush , and Conce::trated Ford!".cok 
varieties 
Pollim iion tL':le Dayz Deuree days 
r.U{)lSt 6, 1958 66 ll!9).0 
A1ll.o'U~t 13, 1958 73 1Ge5 .J 
A ~l....,US t 20 , 1 'l51l 80 13[7 .o 
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Table o . Hoc;r ession analysis for the comparison cf -~ei.;ht and size of 
beans ~i th size of starch ,;rains in Bu r;o"e Bush variety, 
pollinated on Au;;ust 6, Aub'Ust 13 , and Au.;ust 2:J, 1958 
Pcl1 ina tion 
t: .. e Source 
Au~ . ~ . 19~8 Total 
ile.;ression 
:rror 
,u,; . 13 , 1955 Total 
ne,ression 
Error 
A-- · 2', 1953 Total 
Re~re&sion 
Error 
De6rees Sum !!can sum 
of of of F value 
freedom sqcares sc;uares 
l 
l3 
l 
13 
14 
1 
13 
94 . 56 
13 . 0 
172.35 
151.~5 
2'J . 30 1.60 
35J . 83 
2r9 . 11 
U4 . 66 
94 o 72<H' (.. o 0 79 
SG . L<H! ( . ~17 
·'*si;:;nificant at l percent level 
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Tabl e 10 . Re c,Tession analysis for the comparison of wei6ht and size of 
beans with 
po11ina ted 
size of starch ;>rains in Utah 16 se lection~ 
on A'l""Ust 6 , Au,ust 13 , and AUJUSt 20 , 195 
Po11ir.a tion De~;;rees Sun J"ean sum Source of of of F value r2 
time freedom squares squar es 
Au;; . 6 , 1958 Tota l 14 464 . 87 
Re ;;ressicn 1 421. 61 421. 61 
Error l J )~) . 26 3.33 12G . Gl~>* 0 . 90 7 
Au g. 13, 1958 Tota l 14 239 . 32 
Re gression 1 2lf"l . 2~ 210. 25 
Error 13 29 . C7 2.2h 93 . 86*'< 0 . 878 
Ali t, • 20 , 19SB Total 14 143 . 40 
Regression 1 112 .ec 112 .so 
Error 13 )0 .6o 2 . }5 48. 0CY-* 0 . 756 
**Si.;nificant at 1 percent l evel 
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Tatlc 11 . IlEL,ressior. amlysis for the co,-,no.ri8on of v;ei,;h t and sit<J of 
beans with size of st<.rch f:rairo in Clark's Dust. variety , 
pollinated on Au~'Ust :", , Au;,'Us: lJ, and .cuc,'Ust 2C , 1958 
PoU:naLon 
ti:ne 
Sou rce 
Sue 
of 
freedom nq~rc~ 
Au._.. 6 
' 
195S Total lh 2Z . 29 
nebression 1 J...)J 
Error lJ 26. 9' 
Au ,:; . 13, 1958 Total lh l u7 .C9 
Re5ression 1 67 . 27 
Error 13 39 . 82 
Au e.. • 20 , 1955 Total 111 52.<lG 
fte&re3sion 1 2t . '..tO 
Error 13 J2 . 5c 
n. s . !.ot Si.Lnificant at S- percent lcve:;l 
"'~Si ~-:Uficant at 1 percent level 
*Sic(nificant at 5 percent level 
Lean su::n 
of F v~l~e 
sq·Jares 
1.?3 
20 . 40 
2. 5C " . 16 .. C.JCS 
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Tatle 12 . Regression analysis for the cor!'parison of wei,jlt and size of 
beans with size of s ta r ch grains in ~asatch Bush variety, 
pollinated on A·~.;ust 6 , Au 011St 13 , and Au.;ust 20 , 1958 
Pollination 
ti<::e 
Aug . 6, 1958 Total 
Reeression 
Error 
Aue. 13 , 1958 Total 
Re gression 
Error 
A•~g . 20 , 1958 Total 
Regrcss:..on 
Error 
De ~_;rees 
of 
Sum 
of 
fre edorr: squares 
14 19 . 54 
1 9 . 25; 
13 10 . 29 
14 105 . 99 
1 57 . 57 
13 
77 . 5'6 
1 72 . 00 
13 
*"Signi ficant at 1 percent level 
lean sum 
of F value 
squares 
9 . 25 
0 . 79 
57 . 57 
3. 72 
72 .00 
0. 43 
15' . 47<L. 0 . 543 
l c 7 . 44<-* 0 . 928 
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Tabl~ lJ . ie,;ression analysis for the co>Cparison of wei;;ht and size of 
beans with size of starch gr ains in Concentrated Fordhook 
variety , pollinated or. Aufr.lSt 6 , Aur,ust 13, and Auc;ust 2G, 
1958 
Pollination De;:;rees Sum Mean sum r2 Source of of of F value 
time freedom squares squares 
Auo;. (. , 1958 otal lL 112 . 21 
Regression 1 W. . 62 44 . 62 
Err or 13 67 . 59 5 . 19 e . 58* 0 . 402 
Aur; . 1), 1958 Total 14 12!;.65 
Regression 1 9C.57 90 . 57 
Error 13 34 .08 2. 62 3h . 57*" 0 . 726 
AU£; . 20 , 1958 Total 14 277 .21 
Re;;ression 1 177 . 60 177 . 60 
Error 13 99 . 61 7.66 23 .18H 0 . 640 
*Significant at 5 percent level 
"*Significant at 1 percent l eve l 
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Tal:l~ l • Re;:;ression anal;,'sis for the col:'.p;.r:!.son of wei~ht and ~he of 
beans w~:h size o: starer. ;;rains i'l r. 2olystac:.;n:s .. . 
s;>ecies 
De;;rees Sum r.:ea:l sum 
Source of of of F value r2 
freedor.: sq\U< r es squares 
Total 2 2c .oh 
Rec;resnion l 25 . 82 25 . ~2 
Error l J . 22 . 22 n :; . 37*'' 0 . 991 
''*Significant at 1 pe r cent level 
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Ta':Jle 15a . Analysis of variance of the size of starch ,;rains in first 
date of pollination and small size ,;roup with five beans , 
ten slides pre;>arcd per bean, and ten starch L·rains studied 
per slide 
De..;rees Su:n Mean sum 
Sour ce of of of F value 
free dom squares squares 
Total 499 1276 . 24 
0eeds 4 113 . 90 28 . 47 6 . 66<-* 
Slides 45 187 . 1 4 . 15 
Starch ,;rai:ls 450 97'; . 30 2. 16 
**sicnificant at 1 pe r cent level 
s2 e 0 . 199 
Tabl e 15b . Variances of treatnent ~eans of combinations of number of 
slides and number of starch t; r ains examined per slide 
Sta.rch tlu:nber of slides 
t; rai:LS 
per slice 2 4 6 () 10 15 20 
1 1.2000 0 . 6000 0 . 11000 0 . 3000 0 . 2400 U. luOO* 0 .1200* 
2 0 . 6500 0 . 3250 u . 2l66 l . 1G25* C' . l3L0* 0 .0866 0 . 0650 
4 C. 3750 0 . 1875 0 . 1250* G. 0937 0 .0750 0 .0500 0 . 0375 
8 0 . 2375 0 .1187* 0 . 0791 0 . 05>94 O. J!175 li . 0316 0 . 0237 
10 0 . 2100 0 . 1050 0 . 0700 0 . 0525 0 . 0420~ 0 .0230 0 . 0210 
l S 0 . 1733 0 .0866 0 .0577 0 .0433 0 . ~346 0 . 0231 O. Gl 73 
20 0 . 1550* 0 .0775 0 .0~16 0 .()~7 0 . - 310 O.C206 C. ',lSS 
'~Constant va r iance for co"l;mting the time and expense in a par-
t i cula r combinati-on of slides and starer. grains per slide . Cost to 
obtain final variance e 190 cents . 
S7 
Table 16 . The comparison of the degree of increase of starch ;;rain size 
per unit weight of beans in five varieties for three pollina-
tion ti"'es (August 6, Aucust 13, and August 2C, 1958) 
b value Combination of 
Variety b values for t value 
bJ_ b2 b3 comparison 
Burpee Bush 8 .28 11.69 l iJ . 34 bJ_ vs. b2 ... 2 . 38* 
b]. vs. b3 -IJ.l9** 
b2 vs. b3 -2. 7J' 
Utah 16 20 .13 24 . 16 23 . 75 bl vs . b2 -1 . 30n. s . 
~ vs . b3 "'"" -9l 0 • 5 • 
b2 vs . b3 ..c . 1o0 • 5 • 
Clark 's Dush 3. 6o 19 . 33 11 .66 bJ_ vs . b2 - 2 . 94* 
bJ_ vs . b3 -l.52n. s . 
b2 vs . b3 +1.23n . s . 
.Vasa t ch !lush 15 .25 20 . 28 49 .00 bJ_ VS. b2 -o . 6ln.s. 
bJ_ VS. bJ -6 . 42** 
b2 vs. bJ -3 . 26'•* 
Concentrated 6 . 68 6 .19 7 . 96 bl vs . b2 ... 0 . 92n.s. 
For dhook hi vs . b3 -o . 45n . s • 
b2 vs. b3 • 92n.s • 
*si~nificant at 5 percent level 
**Significant at 1 percent level 
n . s . Not si gnificant at 5 percent level 
bJ_ Pollinated on August 6 , 1958 
b2 Pollinated on Aueust 13, 1958 
bJ Po11iP~ted on August 20 , 1958 
